Soft alveolar sarcoma is a rare tumor (0.5% to 1% of soft-tissue sarcomas) of poor prognosis that often affects the young subject, with a moderate male predominance. The authors present the diagnostic and therapeutic course of a 60-year-old patient from Niger with no particular previous history, consulted for a painless swelling of the right arm evolving for 6 months, in which the diagnosis of alveolar sarcoma of the soft parts of the arm was selected. A monobloc surgical excision decision was made, with the anatomy and function of the limb retained, with the filling of the area resected with cement and fixed by a locked nail. A conventional three-course chemotherapy regimen was instituted. Alveolar sarcoma of the soft tissues is a rare tumor whose imagery remains unclear, but the diagnosis is based on surgical excision with histopathological examination and immunohistochemical analysis.
Introduction
Alveolar sarcoma of the soft tissues is a rare tumor (0.5% to 1% of the soft-tissue sarcomas) of poor prognosis, which often affects the young subject, with a moderate male predominance [1] [2] (surgeon, radiologist, oncologist, radiotherapist and anatomopathologist), but wide surgical excision remains the best therapeutic option. We report the first case of alveolar soft tissue sarcoma documented in 
Discussion
Alveolar sarcoma is a rare malignant soft tissue tumor with a dark prognosis.
The cost of the first description of alveolar sarcoma of the soft tissue is classically [5] in the great majority of cases, but in children the alveolar sarcoma occurs most often in the region of the head and neck [6] . The prognosis is reserved because of the high incidence of secondary lesions during diagnosis and the low response to chemotherapies [4] [7] . Indeed, given the slow and painless growth of the tumor, the rate of metastases detected at the time of diagnosis is estimated to be about 20% to 25% as in our case [4] . Metastases are most frequently found in the lungs, followed by bone and cerebral metastases [7] . The case described in this article presents the characteristics of the alveolar sarcomas of the soft parts. Typically, alveolar sarcoma of the soft tissues is presented in ultrasound as a heterogeneous hypoechoic mass associated with large
and numerous blood vessels well demonstrated by the color doppler. The scannographic and magnetic imaging characteristics have been described by Iwamoto et al. in 1995 [5] . From a histological point of view, it has recently been discovered that the genetic study of the translocation of (17) 
Conclusion
Alveolar sarcoma of the soft tissues is a rare tumor, the imaging of which is not very specific, but the diagnosis is based on surgical excision with histopathological examination and immunohistochemical analysis which have eliminated in recent years any other diagnostic.
